
   Class Notes 
Class: V  

 

Topic:  Chapter-2 

Organ Systems that Help Us Move. 

 

This content  has been prepared absolutely from home. 

Subject: EVS 

 

 Note :- Write this class note in your EVS notebook. 

 I) Important points to remember- 

1. There are three organ systems that help us move- 

a) Skeletal System- It consists of Skull, Ribcage, Spine bones of arms and legs. 

b)Muscular System- It has Voluntary muscles, Involuntary muscles and tendons. 

c) Nervous System- It consists of Brain, Spinal cord and nerves 

2. Tendon- A cord like thing that helps muscles to attach with the bones. 

3. Vertebra / vertebrae- The bones of the spine are called vertebrae.(singular-vertebra) 

 

Ex. A) Write Short Answers- 

Q.1 Which bone of the skull can move? 

Ans- The lower jaw of the skull can only move. 

 

Q.2 What is a joint ? 

Ans. A joint is where two or more bones come together and help us move. 

                 Example- Ball and socket joint ( Shoulder joint) 

 

Q.3 What are voluntary muscles? 

Ans - Voluntary muscles are the muscles which are attached to the bones and work  

             according to our wishes.  

              Example- Muscles of our arms and legs. 

 

Q. 4 Name the organs of the nervous system. 

Ans- The organs of the nervous system are- 

          a) Brain 

          b) Spinal cord 

          c) Nerves 

 

Q.5 What does the spinal cord do? 



Ans -The spinal cord acts like a small brain which tells the body what to do when we need to act 

quickly. 

 

II) Extra fill ups- 

1. There are …206… bones in an adult body. 

2. The skull has …21… bones. 

3. ..Thigh… bone is the longest bone of the all the bones. 

4. The .skull… bone is the hardest bone of all the bones. 

5. The spinal cord is protected by the ..spine…. 

6. There are more than …600..muscles in our body. 

7. The …arch…of the foot helps us to walk and run. 

8.  The weight of our brain is just about …1…KG. 

 

 

 III)  A) Write the difference between Ball  & socket joint and Hinge joint- 

                            Ball & socket joint                                          Hinge Joint 

1. This joint lets the body parts move most 

freely. 

1. This joint lets the body parts move back and forth 

only. 

2. In this joint , one bone is shaped like a ball 

and it fits into bawl like socket, formed by 

another bone. 

2. Bones in this joint work like a pocket knife or 

hinges of a door. 

Example- a) Joint of the upper arm and 

shoulder(shoulder joint) 

Example- Joints at the-a) Knee(between thigh bone 

and lower leg bone. 

b) The joint between thigh bone and hip 

bone(Hip joint) 

b) Ankle – Joint between lower leg bone and foot 

bones. 

 c) Elbow- joint between upper and lower arm. 

  

B) Write the difference between   Voluntary   Muscles and Involuntary muscles. 

                     Voluntary Muscles                               Involuntary Muscles 

1. These muscles are attached to the bones. 1. These muscles do not attached to bones. 

2. These muscles work according to our 

wishes. 

2. These muscles do not work according to our 

wishes. 

3. Example- Muscles of our legs and arms. 3. Example- Muscles in our heart, eyes , stomach etc. 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


